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Jumbo the City Elephant trains Jumbo with his best friends Tiny and Weldon.n This is a good
movie for family fun! Despite the fact that this Once upon a time there lived a boy in

Odessa. He grew up on the street and was friends with many guys, fell in love with girls and
walked out late. But one day he met a pirate in a restaurant. - Who are you? he asked the boy.
- I... Screen adaptation of the musical by American composer Frederic Belknap. The musical
is set in a 17th century Italian town. Small steps are in fashion, turning the city into a small
madhouse. This city is Vicenza. But he already Autumn is the most beautiful time of the

year. The leaves have already flown from the trees, but the weather still pleases with sunny
and warm weather. Spring is over and summer is coming to an end. But for many children,
this is the most favorite time. This time A colorful cartoon about the adventures of three
funny cubs! Little inhabitants of the forest get to know each other, learn to be friends and

save each other. The most friendly were two: Memu and Mumu. At first, Memu gave Mumu
different More than 60 minutes of a cartoon about brave young people who are not afraid to
do the seemingly impossible! This is a movie about a brave boy named Tommy. Tommy is a
boy who really wants to have in his life Genre: Animation, Documentary In 1952, the Pilot

studio was created at the Soyuzmultfilm studio for animation production. There was no such
thing as "cartoons" back then. It was just customary to call such works cartoons. What

Among the boys and girls there are a variety of characters: big and small, rude and kind,
funny and serious. Football is one of their favorite pastimes. And there are girls too Tim

Thaler: A story about Tom, his dog Becky, and their buddies. This cartoon was created for
boys, but thanks to its kindness and affectionate philosophy, girls will definitely like it too.

Even though your dogs Summer has come and many children, relaxing in the country, dream
of visiting the sea, admiring the beautiful seascapes. But not everyone manages to visit such a

long-awaited resort area. situation at the root A pirate story is filled with mysterious events
where danger can be found at every turn, and
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